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Let A be a linear operator in a Banach space X with the resolvent defmed for all 
I>O; we introduce a subspace of initial values x in X for which both the first 
and the second order abstract Cauchy Problem for A have a solution. Our results 
complete those of S. Kantorovitz [5] on the Hille-Yosida subspace of A. c 1991 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a Banach space with norm 11 . /I and A a linear operator in X 
with domain D(A) and with the resolvent R(& A) = (AI- A)-’ defined for 
all A > 0. 
Recently S. Kantorovitz [S] defined a linear subspace 2 c X and a norm 
I/ I . I II on Z majorizing II . II such that (Z, I 11 II I) is a Banach space and the 
restriction of A to Z generates a strongly continuous semigroup of contrac- 
tions. This so-called Hille-Yosida space Z is maximal unique in a certain 
sense and provides a subspace of initial values x in X for which the 
Abstract Cauchy Problem 
u’(t) = Au(t), t 3 0; u(0) = x (1) 
has a solution. 
In this work we consider the Cauchy Problem for the second order 
evolution equation in X, 
u”(t) = Au(t), t E R; u(O) = x, u’(O) = 0. (11) 
A theorem due to Sova [7] and Da Prato-Giusti [l] (see also 
Fattorini [3]) states that A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly 
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continuous operator cosine family C( . ) with I/ C(t)11 6 1, t E R, if and only 
if A is densely defined and its resolvent satisfies 
II( l/n!) in+ ‘(d/d/?)” 11R(I1’; A)ll < 1, ~>O,nENo=Nu (0). 
In this case, for each XED(A), the Problem (II) has a unique solution 
given by u(t) = C(t) x, t E R. Moreover, Fattorini [2] proved that if A is 
densely defined and the Problem (II) has a unique solution for each 
x E D(A), then A satisfies (I). 
In this work we define for the operator A a linear subspace W c X and 
a norm I . I on W majorizing the norm II .I1 such that (W, 1 . 1) is a Banach 
space and the restriction of A to W generates both a strongly continuous 
semigroup and a cosine family of contractions on W. Our subspace is 
maximal-unique in a suitable sense and is included in the Hille-Yosida 
subspace Z of A. 
Concerning the nontriviality of W we prove that it contains the eigen- 
vectors corresponding to nonpositive eigenvalues of A. 
2. THE SUBSPACE (W, I .I) 
In all our considerations A will be a linear operator in X with the 
resolvent R(1.; A) defined for all 1. > 0. 
We denote F(1) = 1R(L2; A), /I> 0. 
2.1. DEFINITION. For x E X, set 
fi (l/n,!)~i”/+‘F’“‘(~j)x , lj > 0, nj E N,,, k E N, 
j=l 
(where the product for k = 0 is defined as x) and V = (x E X; j x / < + co >. 
It is clear that V is a linear subspace of X and that I .I is a norm on V 
majorizing the given norm 1) . I/. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. The space V endowed with the norm I . I is a Banach 
space. 
Proof Let {xi} c V be a 1 .) Cauchy sequence; then it is also a I/ . I/ 
Cauchy sequence and thus it has a /I . II limit x E X For each Aj > 0, nj E N, 
and k E N, we have 
II 
fi (l/n,!) Jlini+‘F(“l)(;ii) x
j=l II 
= lim fi (l/nj!)y+’ 
II i-03 j=l 
F’n~‘(~j) xi d lim sup I xi1 < co, 
II i-00 
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Let E > 0; there exists i, such that 1 xi-x, 1 < E for i, Z> i,; hence for all 
AjsiOo, nje N,, and k E N (1 nf= I (l/n,!) ,I?+ ‘F(“j)(Aj)(xj - xl)11 < E, for 
i, I> i,. Letting i+ CC and then taking the supremum over all Aj> 0, n, E N, 
and k E N, we obtain / xi - x,) < E for i > i,, which ends the proof. Q.E.D. 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let D,(A)= {xED(A); x, Ax E V}; we denote W= 
D,(A)” (i.e., the closure of D,(A) is taken in the norm I . I). 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let x be an eigenvector of A corresponding to the 
eigenvalue u< 0; then x E W. 
Proof: Let a = - b2 with /I E R; then for II > 0 and n E N, we have 
(l/n!) E,“+l F(“)(;1) x = (l/n!) An+‘(d/dl)” i(E,’ + j’)-’ x 
Hence 
1/(1/n!) A”+ ‘I+‘(%) x 11 < - ;(1&~+1&i) Ilxlldllxll. 
It follows that 1 x ( < (I x I), i.e., x E D.(A) c W. 
Remark. Suppose that X is reflexive and that the spectrum of A lies on 
iR; let S be the semisimplicity manifold of A (cf. [S]) and E the (unique) 
spectral measure of A. Then for x E S 
fi (l/nj!)13+lF(‘C)(hl)x=SY fi (l/nj!)2JQ+‘[(1j+s)-1]“~E(ds)x. 
j=l 0 j=l 
But the integrand is bounded by 1 (see the proof of the Proposition 2.4) 
so that S c V. Hence D(A 1 S) = {x E D(A); x, Ax E S> c D ,(A) and conse- 
quently D(A ( S)’ ’ c W. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
We can now state the: 
3.1. THEOREM. Let A, be the operator in W defined by A, = A I D(A,) 
with D(A,) = (x E D(A); x, Ax E W}; then A, is the infinitesimal generator 
of a strongly continuous cosine family of contractions on W. 
Moreover, W is maximal-unique in the following sense: if (X,, (1 . (iI) 
is a Banach space such that X,cX, /[.JI<II.II1, Al=AID(AI) and 
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D(A,) = {xcD(A); x, AxEX~} is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly 
continuous cosine family of contractions on A’,, then X, = W, Ix I 6 /I . II 1 
andA,cA,. 
Proof: We adapt the proof of the Theorem 2.4 in [S] to our case. 
For x E I/ and i > 0, we have 
IR(i; A)Xl =SUp R(1;A) fi (l/nj!) i~+‘F(“/)(lj)X < lIR(& A)Il /xl. 
II ,=I II 
It follows that R(L; A)1 V is bounded as an operator on I/; hence: 
R( A; A ) I V = R( A; A y), where A y = A I D V (A ). Moreover, for x E V 
I(l/n!)~“+‘(d/d~)“~R(~“‘;A,)xl 
= [(l/n!)A”+‘F’“)(A)xl 
= sup ~, “, k 11 fi (l/n,!) A?+ ‘F@‘(Aj). (l/n!) An+ ‘F@)(A) x 
I . j= 1 II 
< sup fi (l/nj!)~i”+lF’“,‘(~.i)x <lxl. 
II $n,.k j=, II 
Hence, for all A> 0 and nENO 
Il(l/n!)~“+1(d/d~)“~R(112;A.)II,~.,d1, (1) 
where L(V) denotes the space of all linear and bounded operators on I/ 
and II . II Lc &‘I the corresponding norm. 
In particular (1) implies 
II W4 A v II uv) G 1 for all i > 0. 
Then we can apply Theorem 12.2.4. in [4] to obtain that A, is a closed 
and densely defined operator in W and R(A; A,) = R(1; A v)I W. Moreover 
A0 satisfies also (2) in the norm of L(W). 
By the Theorem of Sova and Da Prato-Giusti mentioned in the intro- 
duction it follows that A, is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly con- 
tinuous cosine family of contractions on W. Suppose that (Xi, 11 . II r ) and 
Ai are as in the statement of the theorem and denote by C( . ) the operator 
cosine family generated by A i and A’, . Then for x E X, , Aj > 0 and nj E NO, 
we have 
= s ,I (l/nj!)Ay+‘(-tj)“Je-%(tj)xdt,. 
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Hence a simple computation yields 
We conclude that for XE A’,, I xl < II x II 1, i.e., X, c V. It follows that 
D(A,)= {xgD(A);x, AxEX~} c {xED(A);x,AxE V} =D,(A). Hence 
X,=D(A,)“““cD.(A)“““cD.(A)“‘= w 
This finally yields D(A,) c D(A,) and A, c A,. Q.E.D. 
3.2. COROLLARY. Zf (2, I II . /I I) is the Hille-Yosidu subspace associated 
with A, then WC Z and I II . II I d I . I. 
It is obvious that if A generates a cosine family of contractions in X, then 
W=Xand I.l=ll.II. 
We also obtained the: 
3.3. COROLLARY. For each x E D(A,) the abstract Cauchy Problems (I) 
and (II) have solutions. 
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